
Adventures Beyond Wonderland
Magical Maze

Adventures Beyond Wonderland Magical Maze 
transports you deep into the heart of yet anoth-
er Wonderland adventure. This time, you’ll be ac-
companied by the Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat, 
the Queen of Hearts and Walter the Caterpillar 
himself as you dive head-first into an entertain-
ment-filled escapade that will fulfill your deepest 
desires of wanderlust. Long chains of sticky fea-
tures will keep you enthralled for ages, the amaz-
ing art style will entertain the eyes, the music will 
tantalise the soul and the gameplay will put a smile 

on your face bigger than the Cheshire Cat.

Adventures Beyond Wonderland Magical Maze is 
a line pay, 5x5 symbol snake-tumbling game fea-
turing Wilds and Power Glyphs™ that award Pow-
er-Ups. Help the White Rabbit escape the Magi-
cal Maze by reaching the bottom of the screen to 

enter one of 3 different Free Spins rounds

This is another rendition of the famous Playtech 
IP and it comes in 3 different RTP models, all of 
which will combine to give this game a wide reach.

For promotional material, please visit

quickspin.com

       GAME FEATURES        INFORMATION        RTP

       WIN PROBABILITIES

Wilds
Wins on 3 or more medium symbols or Wilds spawns a Power Glyph™.
Wins on 3 or more low symbols without Wilds or Power Glyphs™ spawns a Wild.
Wild symbols substitute for all symbols except Power Glyph™ and White Rabbit.
Power Glyph™ symbols substitute for all symbols except White Rabbit.

Power-up and Power-up Stack
At the start of a game round, the Power-Up Stack is filled with 12 random Power-Ups. Any Power 
Glyph™ that is part of a win activates the next Power-Up in the Power-Up Stack. When there are 
no more wins, the next active Power-Up is started.

The following Power-Ups exist:

Walter Wilds Power-Up
Selects 3-5 random positions on the grid and turns them into Wilds. White Rabbit can not be 
turned into a Wild.

The Queen of Hearts Power-up
Removes 1 entire column of symbols and creates a Power Glyph™ in the middle.

Cheshire Cat Power-Up
Selects 1 random low symbol type on the grid and transforms it to a more valuable symbol type.

Mad Hatter Power-Up
The whole grid is shuffled, except the White Rabbit.

Magical Maze Free Spins
Help the White Rabbit escape the Magical Maze and reach at the bottom of the screen to enter 
the Free Spins World.

Free Spins Worlds
Before the Free Spins start, one of 3 random Free Spins Worlds is selected and a random amount 
of Free Spins, between 6 and 8, are awarded. In the Free Spins World, the Power-up connected to 
the current Free Spins World is more powerful and will appear more frequently in the Power-up 
Stack:

Queen of Hearts Free Spins
Removes 2 entire columns of symbols and creates a Power Glyph™ in the middle of them.

Cheshire Cat Free Spins
Selects 2 random low symbol types on the grid and transforms them to a more valuable symbol 
type.

Mad Hatter Free Spins
The whole grid is shuffled more and gives a better result. The White Rabbit is not shuffled.

Re-trigger Free Spins
Get the White Rabbit to the bottom of the screen to get between 1 and 5 extra Free Spins and go 
into one of the 3 different Free Spins Worlds.

Buy Feature
You can buy entry into the Free Spins Worlds by paying 60x bet, the feature will trigger immedi-
ately. Free Spins work the same as when triggered by chance.

Game ID
Volatility (1-5)
Min bet
Max bet
Default bet

wonderland
3,5

€0.1
€100

€1

Base Game
Free Game
Total:

65.62%
30.53%
96.15%

Big Win
Super Win
Mega Win
Epic Win
Max payout times bet

15x
40x
70x

100x

 1 in 103
1 in 197
1 in 366
1 in 564

In 100 million spins 876 xbet

96%



Adventures Beyond Wonderland
Magical Maze

Adventures Beyond Wonderland Magical Maze 
transports you deep into the heart of yet anoth-
er Wonderland adventure. This time, you’ll be ac-
companied by the Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat, 
the Queen of Hearts and Walter the Caterpillar 
himself as you dive head-first into an entertain-
ment-filled escapade that will fulfill your deepest 
desires of wanderlust. Long chains of sticky fea-
tures will keep you enthralled for ages, the amaz-
ing art style will entertain the eyes, the music will 
tantalise the soul and the gameplay will put a smile 

on your face bigger than the Cheshire Cat.

Adventures Beyond Wonderland Magical Maze is 
a line pay, 5x5 symbol snake-tumbling game fea-
turing Wilds and Power Glyphs™ that award Pow-
er-Ups. Help the White Rabbit escape the Magi-
cal Maze by reaching the bottom of the screen to 

enter one of 3 different Free Spins rounds

This is another rendition of the famous Playtech 
IP and it comes in 3 different RTP models, all of 
which will combine to give this game a wide reach.

For promotional material, please visit

quickspin.com

       GAME FEATURES        INFORMATION        RTP

       WIN PROBABILITIES

Wilds
Wins on 3 or more medium symbols or Wilds spawns a Power Glyph™.
Wins on 3 or more low symbols without Wilds or Power Glyphs™ spawns a Wild.
Wild symbols substitute for all symbols except Power Glyph™ and White Rabbit.
Power Glyph™ symbols substitute for all symbols except White Rabbit.

Power-up and Power-up Stack
At the start of a game round, the Power-Up Stack is filled with 12 random Power-Ups. Any Power 
Glyph™ that is part of a win activates the next Power-Up in the Power-Up Stack. When there are 
no more wins, the next active Power-Up is started.

The following Power-Ups exist:

Walter Wilds Power-Up
Selects 3-5 random positions on the grid and turns them into Wilds. White Rabbit can not be 
turned into a Wild.

The Queen of Hearts Power-up
Removes 1 entire column of symbols and creates a Power Glyph™ in the middle.

Cheshire Cat Power-Up
Selects 1 random low symbol type on the grid and transforms it to a more valuable symbol type.

Mad Hatter Power-Up
The whole grid is shuffled, except the White Rabbit.

Magical Maze Free Spins
Help the White Rabbit escape the Magical Maze and reach at the bottom of the screen to enter 
the Free Spins World.

Free Spins Worlds
Before the Free Spins start, one of 3 random Free Spins Worlds is selected and a random amount 
of Free Spins, between 6 and 8, are awarded. In the Free Spins World, the Power-up connected to 
the current Free Spins World is more powerful and will appear more frequently in the Power-up 
Stack:

Queen of Hearts Free Spins
Removes 2 entire columns of symbols and creates a Power Glyph™ in the middle of them.

Cheshire Cat Free Spins
Selects 2 random low symbol types on the grid and transforms them to a more valuable symbol 
type.

Mad Hatter Free Spins
The whole grid is shuffled more and gives a better result. The White Rabbit is not shuffled.

Re-trigger Free Spins
Get the White Rabbit to the bottom of the screen to get between 1 and 5 extra Free Spins and go 
into one of the 3 different Free Spins Worlds.

Buy Feature
You can buy entry into the Free Spins Worlds by paying 60x bet, the feature will trigger immedi-
ately. Free Spins work the same as when triggered by chance.

Game ID
Volatility (1-5)
Min bet
Max bet
Default bet

wonderland94
3,5

€0.1
€100

€1

Base Game
Free Game
Total:

64.28%
29.91%
94.19%

Big Win
Super Win
Mega Win
Epic Win
Max payout times bet

15x
40x
70x

100x

 1 in 105
1 in 201
1 in 373
1 in 576

In 100 million spins 876 xbet

94%



Adventures Beyond Wonderland
Magical Maze

Adventures Beyond Wonderland Magical Maze 
transports you deep into the heart of yet anoth-
er Wonderland adventure. This time, you’ll be ac-
companied by the Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat, 
the Queen of Hearts and Walter the Caterpillar 
himself as you dive head-first into an entertain-
ment-filled escapade that will fulfill your deepest 
desires of wanderlust. Long chains of sticky fea-
tures will keep you enthralled for ages, the amaz-
ing art style will entertain the eyes, the music will 
tantalise the soul and the gameplay will put a smile 

on your face bigger than the Cheshire Cat.

Adventures Beyond Wonderland Magical Maze is 
a line pay, 5x5 symbol snake-tumbling game fea-
turing Wilds and Power Glyphs™ that award Pow-
er-Ups. Help the White Rabbit escape the Magi-
cal Maze by reaching the bottom of the screen to 

enter one of 3 different Free Spins rounds

This is another rendition of the famous Playtech 
IP and it comes in 3 different RTP models, all of 
which will combine to give this game a wide reach.

For promotional material, please visit

quickspin.com

       GAME FEATURES        INFORMATION        RTP

       WIN PROBABILITIES

Wilds
Wins on 3 or more medium symbols or Wilds spawns a Power Glyph™.
Wins on 3 or more low symbols without Wilds or Power Glyphs™ spawns a Wild.
Wild symbols substitute for all symbols except Power Glyph™ and White Rabbit.
Power Glyph™ symbols substitute for all symbols except White Rabbit.

Power-up and Power-up Stack
At the start of a game round, the Power-Up Stack is filled with 12 random Power-Ups. Any Power 
Glyph™ that is part of a win activates the next Power-Up in the Power-Up Stack. When there are 
no more wins, the next active Power-Up is started.

The following Power-Ups exist:

Walter Wilds Power-Up
Selects 3-5 random positions on the grid and turns them into Wilds. White Rabbit can not be 
turned into a Wild.

The Queen of Hearts Power-up
Removes 1 entire column of symbols and creates a Power Glyph™ in the middle.

Cheshire Cat Power-Up
Selects 1 random low symbol type on the grid and transforms it to a more valuable symbol type.

Mad Hatter Power-Up
The whole grid is shuffled, except the White Rabbit.

Magical Maze Free Spins
Help the White Rabbit escape the Magical Maze and reach at the bottom of the screen to enter 
the Free Spins World.

Free Spins Worlds
Before the Free Spins start, one of 3 random Free Spins Worlds is selected and a random amount 
of Free Spins, between 6 and 8, are awarded. In the Free Spins World, the Power-up connected to 
the current Free Spins World is more powerful and will appear more frequently in the Power-up 
Stack:

Queen of Hearts Free Spins
Removes 2 entire columns of symbols and creates a Power Glyph™ in the middle of them.

Cheshire Cat Free Spins
Selects 2 random low symbol types on the grid and transforms them to a more valuable symbol 
type.

Mad Hatter Free Spins
The whole grid is shuffled more and gives a better result. The White Rabbit is not shuffled.

Re-trigger Free Spins
Get the White Rabbit to the bottom of the screen to get between 1 and 5 extra Free Spins and go 
into one of the 3 different Free Spins Worlds.

Buy Feature
You can buy entry into the Free Spins Worlds by paying 60x bet, the feature will trigger immedi-
ately. Free Spins work the same as when triggered by chance.

Game ID
Volatility (1-5)
Min bet
Max bet
Default bet

wonderland87
3

€0.1
€100

€1

Base Game
Free Game
Total:

59.48%
27.67%
87.15%

Big Win
Super Win
Mega Win
Epic Win
Max payout times bet

15x
40x
70x

100x

 1 in 113
1 in 217
1 in 404
1 in 623

In 100 million spins 871 xbet

87%


